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At the start of this millennium, with rapid technological 
advances and globalisation, play, the arts and creativity will 

become the foundation of new classroom learning. 
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Thank you for supporting Playeum’s 
work and mission to impact children
and adults through our open-ended 
creative playful STEAM pedagogy.

The Spin Art set for playful STEAM learning is more 
than an activity; it is a way for children to explore 
and make sense of the world

To promote Science, Technology, Enginering, Arts and 
Mathematics (STEAM) for young children, there is a need 
to focus on the value of playful learning and its implications 
for practice. When children play with STEAM, they empower 
themselves to experiment, push boundaries and take control 
of their own learning.   STEAM play nurtures imagination and 
innovation, which are both critical in creativity and thinking.

The Spin Art set allows children to be actively engaged and 
think about experiences that matter to them. Through play, 
children develop confidence and agency to make sense of the 
environment around them.

STEAM, creativity and the arts are intrinsically linked

STEAM is not limited to older children. In fact, STEAM  is all 
around us in our daily life. The Spin Art set not only  contains 
all the necessary tools but also critical elements of language, 
science and maths development that are needed to sustain 
young children in this era of technology. Through playful STEAM, 
children learn to imagine, innovate and create. They learn to 
develop alternative ideas and search for different solutions.
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Playeum explores the A in STEAM

But to Playeum the A is not just about the arts. It is about 
Advancing children’s engagement with technology and 
to Acquire 21st Century skills. Through playful  Spin Art 
exploration, educators allow children to imagine what happens 
with the energy stored in a battery and versatility of paint. 
They will explore how batteries produce speed, and the effect 
on paint. Children not only learn to find new ideas for art, they 
also learn the do’s and don’ts of batteries.
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Speed, spin and splatter
Spin Art was conceived by artist Isabelle Desjeux for 
Playeum, Children’s Centre for Creativity

This classic, hand-made machine relies on a small motor fixed 
to the bottom of a box. Playeum has created a ready-made 
Spin Art “kit”. Each kit contains a box with a small motor,  
circular paper discs,  batteries, pipettes and some paint

Spin Art activity, allows children to explore the effect of 
speed and spin on paint . With the supervision of an adult, 
children (alone, in pairs or in a small group) explore. Children 
can slowly drop different coloured paints on to the spinning 
cardboard disk using a pipette or even explore using felt 
tip pens to make marks. The effect of speed, spin and paint 
is both beautiful and intriguing. As children and teachers 
become more familiar with the activity allowing for further 
creative exploration.



Spin Art Set

Included Materials

• 10 SPIN ART KITS
• 30 Pipettes
• 3 Bottles of Water-based Paint
• 20 Batteries
• 50 pcs of Paper Discs

It will be handy to have the following

• Water to dilute paint
• Paint containers
• Small dot of Blue Tack
• Newspaper
• String and pegs
• Cleaning Cloth
• Child-safe Markers
• Lots of creativity :)
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What happens when paint
is dropped on a rotating surface?
Have fun exploring the speed of paint and creating special works 
of colour! Through this activity, it allows children to explore 
science - centrifugal force as applied to paint, and look at how 
viscosity might affect the pattern created by the paint. Some 
outcomes include understanding technical components and 
materials, making connections, and creating something new.

Set Up

1. Prepare the drying station for the artworks. You can hang a 
string of line, up in your classroom with pegs and with some 
newspaper underneath.

2. Put the paint in a small container and dilute it with a few drops 
of water using the pipette (make sure that the paint does not 
become too watery!)

3. Insert in the coin battery into the battery holder.
4. Stick the blue tack on the flat top of the motor and press your 

paper disc onto it. Start the motor by pressing the button.
5. Now you are ready to create your spin art! Drip paint onto 

the spinning disc, using your pipette.



Care and Maintenance

• Always supervise young children with the use of the batteries
• Remove battery from holder when not in use
• Do not pour paint directly onto motor, always have a material 

over the motor
• Avoid the use of porous material
• Do not wash Spin Art box under running water
• Use soft damp cloth instead to wipe dry after use (with paint)
• Do not tamper with motor, battery holder and switch

What if your spin art kit
is not spinning?

Troubleshooting

• The motor is resilient. If it doesn’t spin, check your connections 
(where the wires are twisted together AND where the battery 
connects) or, if necessary, use a new coin battery.

• Visit playeum.com/spin-art-support or scan the QR code 
below for video assistance.
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Spin Art is full of STEAM language
Identify the language that comes along with . . .

spiral

twist

circuit

gyration

revolution roll

rotation

turnSpinning

electric

recharge

volts energy

Batteries
positive

negative

fast

slow

mix

distance

velocity rate

move
Time

Speed

dark

primary

change tone

Colour
light

pigment
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Let’s get spinning! 
Prepare the kits. E.g. each group of up to 3 children who will 
receive one “kit”and some circular paper discs (at least one per 
child) and prepared paint.  Children may use a table or can sit on  
the floor.

Suggested Sequence of Exploration

1. Initiate and introduce the theme: E.g. The Dot by Peter 
Reynolds, a book about a little girl who made all kinds of 
patterns that were dots and circles. Introduce the circle paper 
discs. Tell them that they can invent ways to make many more 
different circles with the spin art.

2. Explore with children the role of a battery and depending 
on the age when it was invented. Show different uses e.g. 
batteries in a flashlight etc. Point at the dangers of batteries. 

3. Demonstrate cause and effect. Show how to connect the 
battery, show how  the motor turns and the role of the switch. 
Discuss what happens. Allow every child in the group to 
explore and try to do this part with their motor.

4. Ideate with the children. Fix the paper on top of the motor. 
Observe with them what happens when the motor is turned 
on. Talk to the children of what they think has happened. Ask 
for responses.

5. Start creating. You can use markers to make a mark on the 
rotating disc. As you notice how drawing a line produces a 
circle, observe and discuss with the children what is happening 
and what else can be done.

6. Extend ideas. Try applying paint drop by drop (with the 
pipette) on the rotating circular paper disc. 

7. Observe the results, reflect  and discuss other ideas that can 
be used with spin art or with batteries.
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Provocations

• I wonder how it can move faster or slower?
• Hmmm, that is a great colour red, what do you think will 

happen when we pour in some yellow?
• For older children – I wonder what will happen if you disconnect 

the battery or use another battery of a higher voltage?
• There are so many circles, how could we make a square?
• If you want to be an inventor what would you like to use?
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Exploration Ideas

• Make the paper spin & start dropping paint slowly, then 
continuously faster. What difference do you observe? 

• Try dripping from different points on the paper, and at 
different distances. Placing the paper off-center can make it 
rotate unevenly which can produce unexpected patterns.

• Flip the battery over,  install it back to the battery compartment, 
press the switch and ask children to notice the effect.

• Superimpose one colour after the other, see what happens.
• Mix the colours while spinning or try out different paints. 

What about food colouring?
• Use Magic markers, colour pencils or even brushes and see 

the different results.
• Play with paper of different opacity, colours and various 

shapes! Thick paper takes paint better, but is heavier and will 
not spin as fast. Try water colour paper or glossy paper for a 
different effect.

• Consider using recycle materials such as old CDs. For a 
good fast spin, choose light materials such as; Cardboard 
Boxes, used Tupperware covers, even certain canvas & fabric 
materials work.
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share with us

your discoveries!

The possibilities 
are endless.

@playeum

fb.com/playeum

f
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for educators

Children learn best through play and the use of play in 
education will be more important than ever. Playeum seeks to 
transform hearts, minds and perceptions of play and creativity.

Playeum conducts training programmes that support parents, 
educators and other stakeholders in their quest to advocate 
the value of play and acquire strategies to incorporate play 
into their children’s lives. 

To find out more about our training programmes,  feel  free 
to write in to us at share@playeum.com!
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Let them play today so that they 
can change the world tomorrow.
Playeum is an independent registered charity (IPC) that 
champions children through play, creativity and the arts. 

www.playeum.com
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